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Chakra Clearing
Discover how to open your chakras and enjoy a life of spiritual fulfilment. Are you
interested in unblocking your chakras and awakening your inner spiritual power? Do
you want to know how the chakras can drastically transform your outlook on life and
your relationships with others? Then it's time to try this book. Written with the beginner
in mind, this profound guide breaks down the seven chakras, offering you a path to
unblocking these essential energy centres and harnessing your spiritual power.
Whether you want to enjoy a life of wellbeing, manifest your destiny, or better connect
with your higher self, the ancient wisdom of the chakras is a powerful way of achieving
inner peace. Here's just a little of what you'll discover inside: An Exploration of The
Chakras and Their Nature Breaking Down The 7 Energy Centres and Their Roles In
The Body Why Science and Quantum Physics Support The Idea of Chakras Practical
Methods For Awakening Your Chakras and Clearing Spiritual Blocks Step-By-Step
Meditation Techniques For Healing Your Body, Mind and Soul And Much More...
Regardless of your goals, this guide is a must-have tool for becoming more in-touch
with your spiritual self. Don't put up with suffering blocked or damaged chakras unleash your true potential and enjoy a life of spiritual fulfilment with this practical guide.
Scroll up and buy now to begin opening your chakras!
This book presents an illustrated guide to the 7 Primary Chakras. These images serve
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as a learning tool for understanding the emotional and energetic poles of the chakras.
The colorful charts are easy to read and assist one in quickly understanding the themes
of the chakras. Each of the chakra charts have a psychological theme and show both
the positive and negative emotions, energetic moods, and behaviors the chakra
expresses. In the table that accompanies the illustrations, affirmations are provided that
open and balance the specific chakras. Also, there is a quick reference, listing the
attributes of the 7 Primary Chakras to aid in your healing practice. Crystals and
essential oils are listed for each chakra and there is a table where you can easily
determine if a chakra is in-balance or out-of-balance. These chakra charts are
considered a companion guide to Raven’s book the 100 Chakra System. Raven
introduces the concept that humans have 100 chakras and gives a detailed explanation
of the 7 Primary Chakras, the Higher Chakras and the Ascending Chakras. For more
information on her work see www.ravenlightbody.com.
Heal Yourself and Undergo a Favorable Transformation by Awakening Your
ChakrasAre you confused, or feeling out of control? Are you suffering from chronic
disease? Are you emotional or having difficulties expressing your feelings and seeking
harmony and inner peace? You may think that you are unfortunate and feel helpless.
Nevertheless, if you only activate and rebalance your chakras, you can quickly recover
and undergo a favorable transformation, development, and growth in your life.
Experience how chakra meditation enables to improve and heal you and make a great
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difference in your life.Foremost, this book guides you to discover and understand
comprehensively your inner centers of forces or chakras, which are present, yet,
commonly latent amongst many of us. Your discovery and total awareness will
inevitably prompt you to work out the seven fundamental chakras within you. It is
through stimulating them via a chakra meditation procedure; the primordial purpose of
which is, attaining not only an authentic, personal, spiritual enlightenment or samadhi,
but also changing your way of thinking, and heals suppressed emotions to change your
life experience. In short, awakening your chakras leads you to a complete healing,
balancing, regeneration, and revitalization of your mind, spirit, body, and soul; and thus,
improving your life. The meditative procedure includes additional learning processes of
enabling yourself to become conscious about the possibilities and eventualities of your
imbalanced and blocked chakras; knowing about the causes that blocked them; and,
the various ways of clearing such blocked chakras. In addition, this book contains
proven steps and techniques on how to perform the basic chakra meditation procedure,
which is appropriate for beginners as well as the rest who still bears confusion about
understanding the principal chakras. Essentially, the chakra meditation guide applies
visualization methods and allows you to vitalize each of your seven chakras in order for
you to gain chiefly your optimum energy health and healing benefits.In this book, you'll
learn... To understand Chakra and your Energy System The 7 Fundamental Chakras
Root Chakra Basic Information and Symbolic Meaning To heal your Body and the Mind
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through Chakra meditation How to Activate Your Crown Chakra Ways of Clearing the
Blockages of the Chakras and much more.. Buy the book today to Learn How to Heal
Yourself by Unlocking the Powers of Your Chakras..and get the FREE bonus Ebook
and ecourse on Mindful Meditation.Tags: Chakra, Balance, Healing, Spirituality,
Meditation, Balancing, Chakras
Your consciousness, your experience of Being, who you really are, is energy. We can
call it "Life Energy" for now. This energy does not just live in your brain; it fills your
entire body. Your consciousness is connected to every cell in your body. Through your
consciousness, you can communicate with every organ and every tissue. Each Chakra
is like a solid ball of energy interpenetrating the physical body, in the same way that a
magnetic field can interpenetrate the physical body. The chakras are not physical. They
are aspects of consciousness in the same way that the auras are aspects of
consciousness.Your body is the mirror of your life. Learn how to take care of it by
finding where your chakras are situated in your body. Through the use of a pendulum,
you will learn how to clear sluggish energy stuck in your chakras, and how to clear that
energy by re-energizing your chakras through visualization, meditation, and
affirmations. You will learn about Tantric sexuality and how to use it for yourself and
your partner's health and joy. Tantric or Sacred Sexuality is to experience the merging
of the Divine using sexual energy as the fuel or vehicle. Sexual energy is the most
powerful force within the human body and can lead to profound spiritual experiences,
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accompanied by intense physical pleasure and bliss. Tantrikas use their sexual energy
with awareness, love and respect for themselves and their partner.
CHAKRA HEALING EXPOSED! Have you experienced physical, emotional, mental or
spiritual traumas? Do you feel stuck and unable to move beyond an emotional
struggle? Are you are experiencing recurrent medical problems and can't find a reason
why. You may have just stumbled upon the solution you've been looking for! Chakra
Healing! This Book Will Teach You How To Balance And Clear Your Chakras!
Discover... The Chakra System How Blocked Chakras Lead To Illness and Emotional
Difficulty Symptoms Of Blocked Chakras Chakra Healing Chakra Balancing Mantras
For Healing How To Boost Your Chakras Healing Foods For Each Chakra Much, much
more! Be Happier, Healthier and Have More Energy! You Deserve It!
Chakras are the seven spinning energy centers of the human body that control every
dimension of our physical, mental, and spiritual well-being. Now Anodea Judith, one of
the country's foremost experts on the therapeutic use of the chakra system, gives
access to this subtle energy matrix, opening a powerful path for healing and spiritual
growth with a complete chakra wellness kit. On Chakra Balancing, Anodea Judith
begins with a journey through each of the chakras, allowing listeners to discover their
purpose, imbalances, and strengths, as well as learn how to fine-tune their energies for
health and awakening. This essential kit offers a new road to internal and external
balance.
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If you want to learn how to awaken and balance your chakras to bring joy and harmony
in your life, then keep reading... You might have a problem with your chakras without
even realizing it. Do you experience headaches, neck pain or sore throat? Do you feel
ill and emotionally unstable at times? Do you have troubles making decisions or feel
lost and without a purpose in life? These are just a few signs of unbalanced chakras. If
you experience any of these symptoms, I want you to know that there's a solution. You
see, the 7 chakras are the energy centers of your body. If they're blocked or out of
balance, you'll feel the repercussions in your body. If you want to reap the benefits of a
healthier mind and bring harmony in your life, you have to balance your chakras and
unlock their power. Inside Chakras for Beginners, discover: How you can balance your
chakras and heal your energy system to bring balance into your life What are the 7
chakras and how do they work The locations and functions of the 7 chakras, from Root
to Crown 5 lessons for clearing chakra blockages and bringing harmony and balance in
your life How damaged chakras are affecting your life and how you can heal them
(many people don't even know they have chakra blockages) Lists of questions to help
you concentrate on the specific energy of each chakra and balance each one more
effectively. Why balancing chakras is important and why everyone should be doing it.
Helpful techniques and practices to keep your chakras open Useful strategies to bring
harmony and balance in your life. Kundalini techniques and practices to awaken your
chakras The most common issues created by a clogged chakra system and how to
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solve them 7 effective meditations, one for each chakra, to help you clear energy
blockages and enhance your life And much, much more! Even if you have zero
knowledge about chakras and energetic balance, this beginner's guide will help you
clear your whole chakra system and live your life in harmony and balance. The truth is,
when you learn how to activate and clear your chakras, they will let positive energy flow
to every part of your body, mind and spirit. So, if you want to heal your body and spirit
and balance your chakras to bring joy and wellness into your life, grab your copy now.
Scroll up and click the "Add to Cart" button!
PRACTICES FOR PSYCHIC & ENERGETIC PROTECTION: HOW TO STRENGTHEN
AURA & TO ACTIVATE THE ABILITY. LIMITED TIME BONUSES! Buy VIP-version of
the course "PRACTICES" (Sale) http://odin-sadashiva.com/en/page/85 It's great and
simple meditation for chakra balancing using sound and color - how to awaken chakras,
how to open chakras, how to protect themselves from the evil eye and hoodoo, how to
develop the abilities, to clean and activate chakras. This handbook is a very simple and
quick way for chakra activation, chakra protection, chakra cleansing and chakra
balancing, that quickly leads to better health and the well-being preservation. Get the
talisman against the evil eye and hoodoo - a video for the aura and chakras cleansing!
Your Bonuses Are Free Diagnosis of Aura by Phot?: http://odinsadashiva.com/en/page/140 Free Lessons to Strengthen Aura & Activation Ability:
http://odin-sadashiva.com/en/page/95 Free ?hakra Test: http://odinPage 7/31
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sadashiva.com/en/checkchacras?open Free Helpful Practical Advices in the Author's
Blog: http://odin-sadashiva.com/en/blog Free Mastermind Group Where Odin Answer
All Questions: https://www.facebook.com/groups/groups.ODIN.SADASHIVA
https://twitter.com/OdinSadashiva https://t.me/channelodinsadashiva
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClPNfQCl3cssdEbAPVZxRkQ All The Courses Of
Odin 1. Why the gods do not hear us or How to make desires come true. 2. Why the
gods do not hear us: Practices (psychic & energetic protection: how to strengthen aura,
to activate the ability). 3. The collection of video practices for course "Why the gods do
not hear us: Practices." 4. Ways to overcome negative emotions: first simple steps to
control your emotions, how to deal with negative emotions & stress. 5. How to feel the
human aura & energy: 1st step to find your hidden emotions & energy movement in
aura. 6. Telekinesis training: dissolving clouds with your mind power, development of
psychic power for beginners. 7. How to return karmic debts & create a good future. 8.
Third eye awakening: siddhis & supernatural abilities, simple exercise to activate your
pineal gland. 9. Attention & concentration: how to improve concentration of vision &
hearing. 10. Attention & concentration: how to improve vision concentration. 11. The
practical guide to improve your mental concentration: how to improve hearing attention,
control your attention. 12. Stopping the internal dialogue: simple way to stop negative
self-talk, how to stop thinking negative thoughts. 13. How to change bad character
traits: how to stop negative thoughts & feelings. 14. How to meditate properly: how to
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relieve stress, to get over anxiety attack, depression & sadness. 15. How to keep your
body young & naturally boost your immune system. 16. Chakras for beginners: exercise
for healing & opening your chakras anahata, vishuddha & ajna. 17. Exercise how to
open your heart chakra, heart chakra cleansing. 18. Balance Yin & Yang: exercise for
balance Yin Yang energies. 19. How to remove negative emotions - fears, anger,
exasperation. 20. Bindu chakra - body rejuvenation: techniques for bindu chakra
activation, preservation youth & health. 21. How to reduce your fears in 1 day: how to
overcome fears using meditation to stop anxiety, panic & worry. 22. Healing mantra:
Maha Mrityunjaya Mantra - mantra for happiness, peace, prosperity. 23. Development
of inner attention. 24. Energetic & psychic protection: how to protect from psychic
attack, enemies, manipulators & negative energy. 25. Fulfillment of desires - techniques
that really work. 26. How to make good karma: how to change bad karma, how to
quickly remove bad situations in the past & to change your present & future. 27. Quick
guide for protection & cleansing your aura from negative energy using shaman's drum,
bija mantras, tibetan singing bowls.
Learn to Clear, Balance, and Heal Chakras!The Challenge: You have heard of the use
of the seven chakras but need more information on how to utilize them for radiant
energy and vitality What are the seven chakras and their significance? How can I Clear
and Balance them? Healing chakras throughout life. The Solution: As human beings,
we often believe that all answers lie with medicine, so if medicine cannot tell what is
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wrong with us, then we can feel lost and helpless. However, what could be making you
feel this way could simply be a lack of balance in your bodyís energy centers, and this
is where chakras come in.This book will help you understand the seven types of
chakras, and their relation to your health. You will also learn how to balance your
chakras for a healthier you.
I want to thank you and congratulate you for reading the book, "Root Chakra Healing:
Clearing the Money Blockage, Survival Fear, Weight Loss Struggle, Anxiety,
Depression, Overthinking and Boost Your Total Well-being". This book contains proven
steps and strategies on how to tap into your first chakra - the root chakra or Muladhara
to stay grounded and deal with the issues commonly associated with a blocked root
chakra. This book explains the importance of your root chakra and the reasons why it
experiences blockages. It gives a rundown on what to do to get past these blockages
and how to make the root chakra stronger and stable. It also explains the techniques
you can follow to heal the Muladhara and keep it balanced to clear money blockage,
eliminate depression and anxiety, and become a better person at the end of it all.
For many of us Westerners, Yoga is the image of an inscrutable individual sitting in a
pretzel-like, cross-legged position with eyes closed, palms up, seemingly oblivious to
his or her surroundings. For others, the mysterious form of an individual appearing to
defy the laws of nature-standing on their head for no apparent reason. Termed the
"Lotus" position and sirshasana respectively, these physical positions represent two
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standard asanas; postures fundamental to yogic discipline... Discover the hidden
knowledge of Kundalini Feel the immense healing power of the rising Kundalini within
you by using Eastern secrets and specific Asanas; postures taught by yoga instructors
for Chakra balancing. Termed "Kundalini awakening", it is this process that underlies
the yogic experience, and in the broader sense, represents the pathway to selfrealization, spiritual awakening, timeless wisdom, and self-healing... Get comfortable
with your Chakras In Kundalini Awakening, Rising and Yoga for Chakra Balancing,
Rohan Kalwani mixes history, science and eastern tradition to efficiently teach you how
to feel your natural healing energy and true peace on your journey to enlightenment.
The "chakras" (more accurately, cakras) is a hierarchal system of seven major
energy/psychic centers climbing up the spine through the core of the body, from the
base of the spine to the top of the head... Unlock the secrets of ancient tradition, yoga
and meditation today Your path to enlightenment and spiritual awakening will not be
easy, but Rohan will first guide you through history and then explain how you can use
many yogic principles and meditation techniques based on science and Eastern
traditions. An essential element of the yogic experience, for both pupil and master, is
achievement of a visual understanding of the metaphorical journey the Kundalini makes
as it climbs up through the chakras... Take this important first step and feel your internal
flame You deserve to know your true internal power. Using knowledge passed down by
masters of Eastern traditions, scientific and medical research will help you control your
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Chakras and ignite your internal flame. With time and space now non-existent, visualize
the flame suddenly shooting skyward-penetrating the top of the head-exploding into a
brilliant violet beam that reaches into the heavens. Now stop and realize: You are
meditating... A rewarding and remarkable introduction to self-healing awaits you Rohan
gives you a pathway for meditation and a clear historical foundation, which will help to
solidify your understanding of a complex subject. Rohan gives you the true facts and
true knowledge for you to take the next step. Soon after beginning practice, the yogi will
begin to feel positive change. They will notice that their stress level has dropped...They
will notice that they are able to think more clearly...they will notice that their energy level
has jumped...They feel better...They look better... You'll receive all of these benefits
from Kundalini Awakening, Rising and Yoga for Chakra Balancing: What is yoga? [a
genuine and legitimate explanation] What are chakras? [faithful to the yogic traditions
and true principles] The elements of yoga The way of the yogi The science of chakra
balance and self-healing Let the healing begin Resources [on kundalini, yoga and
chakras] Tags: kundalini, kundalini yoga, kundalini awakening, kundalini rising,
kundalini for beginners, chakras, chakras for beginners
Are you interested in unblocking your chakras and awakening your inner spiritual
power? Do you want to know how the chakras can drastically transform your outlook on
life and your relationships with others? Then it's time to try this book. Written with the
beginner in mind, this profound guide breaks down the seven chakras, offering you a
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path to unblocking these essential energy centres and harnessing your spiritual power.
Whether you want to enjoy a life of wellbeing, manifest your destiny, or better connect
with your higher self, the ancient wisdom of the chakras is a powerful way of achieving
inner peace. Here's just a little of what you'll discover inside: An Exploration of The
Chakras and Their Nature Breaking Down The 7 Energy Centres and Their Roles In
The Body Why Science and Quantum Physics Support The Idea of Chakras Practical
Methods For Awakening Your Chakras and Clearing Spiritual Blocks Step-By-Step
Meditation Techniques For Healing Your Body, Mind and Soul And Much More...
Regardless of your goals, this guide is a must-have tool for becoming more in-touch
with your spiritual self. Don't put up with suffering blocked or damaged chakras unleash your true potential and enjoy a life of spiritual fulfilment with this practical guide.
Many spiritual seekers know we have a personal energy field, which has several energy
centers, called chakras. The chakras are openings that allow high-frequency energy to
stream from our spiritual selves into our lower beings. When the chakras are blocked,
our creativity is lowered, our spiritual well-being drops and mental and physical
diseases might result. Each of the seven main chakras is linked to a specific type of
creative energy or spiritual ray. The key to keeping your chakras open is to use the
energy of the corresponding ray. In this book, the ascended masters give profound
teachings on how to purify your chakras by using the seven spiritual rays. Through a
combination of teachings and practical exercises, this book is a powerful tool for healing
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your life and getting results on your spiritual path. You will learn: How to unblock your
heart chakra by accepting unconditional love How to clear your solar plexus chakra
from anger How to open your throat chakra by using power correctly How to purify your
soul chakra through the child-like mind How to open your third eye chakra through
higher vision How to accelerate your base chakra beyond all impurities How to open the
crown chakra by transcending worldly wisdom
This is the new 2nd edition of this book, recently updated with a range of additional
sections and chapters!Knowledge of the Chakras has been around for thousands of
years, and in ancient cultures they were believed to have a great impact on a person's
physical and emotional health.You will soon discover what the 7 Chakras are, how they
work, the history of Chakras, and how to clear and cleanse them for improved health
and well-being.You will learn about what each Chakra is responsible for, and be able to
determine if you have any issues or imbalances with a particular Chakra in your own
body.You'll also be provided with the knowledge necessary to clear your Chakras, so
that you can improve your health and vitality.Here Is What You'll Learn About...What
are ChakrasThe 7 Chakras and What They AffectOpening and Clearing the
ChakrasHow to Detect a Chakra ImbalanceChakra Healing and CleaningChakra
MeditationMuch, Much More!
Do you want to know how to relieve stress? You've come tothe right place. Issues like
chronic fatigue and relentlessly frazzled nerves are all too common in our highPage 14/31
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powered, competitive society. We are always on-the-go and distracted, always out of
touch with our own being. There seems to be no space in our outside world for
cultivating inner peace. Yogic wisdom can help us heal ourselves inside and out. How?
Through our energy centers; the chakras. The word chakra means 'circle' or 'vortex',
and it defines the seven psychic centers which control the flow of energy within our
bodies. These are the link between our physical existence and the deeper, hidden
emotional and spiritual realm that is just as real. Each of these seven chakras controls
different areas of our lives and behaviour. Coloring is art and meditation. Chakra
meditation art soothes and helps you manage stress on a deeper level at the same
time. It has already been proven that art therapy is a very effective tool. Each mandala
is printed on a separate page, on paper 60 #. It is perfect for colored pencils and gel
pens. This chakra coloring book measures 8.375" x 8.5" (21.26 x 21.56 cm). It is
convenient to take on the road or to any boring event! Do not waste time; buy it right
now!
Love Before Fear introduces a brand new way of healing anxiety. Through spirituality
and relatable stories, sufferers of all kinds can achieve permanent healing. In Love
Before Fear, you will learn about your anxiety, and the reasons behind it. You will then
be able to heal your phobias, eliminate your triggers, break up with your bad habits and
release your energetic blocks. Expect to master how to love yourself, and your life, by
shifting and training your mind to naturally choose love before fear. This book aims to
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teach you how to manage relapses and body symptoms for a lifetime. By reading Love
Before Fear, you’ll be able to engage into your purpose fearlessly while simultaneously
gaining the courage to bring your light to our world. If you’re ready for a life beyond
your wildest dreams, Love Before Fear is for you.
Gems are precious and each one can assist you on a spectacular journey to enlightenment.
But what if you didn't have access to the crystal you wanted to work with? Through the power
of intention and the creative use of thoughts and words, these 44 colourful and powerful cards
can remedy this for you! Using your intention and by carrying a crystal card with you is like
carrying the physical gemstone. The cards also give a crystal description and provide sound
meaning and advice channeled by Yeshua (Jesus). The workbook describes how one can use
crystal cards for empowerment, personal growth, and the attainment of peace in one's life
through the clearing of Chakras. This deck and guide can also be used as an oracle and is
intended for the lay person to seasoned healers. AUTHOR: Joanie, healer and channeler;
Elizabeth, author and healer; and Peter, crystal dealer and healer, have joined together to offer
you a unique experience through their crystal intentions and Chakra clearing deck offering their
wisdom along with spirit guide, Yeshua. 44 cards
Feel Lighter Immediately when you apply these techniques! Unhook Parasitic Cords &
Attachments from Your Aura With Ease Remove Harmful Entities from Your Chakras in 2
Minutes! Start Feeling Great Again! The book you are about to read is very unusual. I acquired
most of my knowledge and practical skills through my mentors in Russia. However unique the
approach, the information is easy to understand and very practical. And the main thing is, it
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works like a charm! My clients have been able to release their destructive thought patterns,
clean up their emotions, cut off the "bad guys" from their energy field, regain control of their
health and happiness, and improve their quality of life tremendously.With the body of
knowledge I am offering to your attention, I have trust that you, the reader, will do the same for
yourself!If you are one of those who gave up going to doctors and want to take control of your
health, this book is for you. Here Is a Preview Of What You'll Learn.... What Are We: A Piece
Of Meat or Divine Energy Beings? Chakras: Human Energy Centers Chakra Diagnostics
Reasons For Blocked Chakras Remove Entities From Chakras! Other-Worldly Civilizations'
Hooks And Attachments Chakra Healing Case Studies Take action Now and get this Kindle
book for only $2.99!
Chakras Grab this GREAT physical book now at a limited time discounted price! Chakras have
been used and studied for thousands of years in India, but have only risen to Western
popularity in the last few centuries. The human body is believed to have 7 main chakras, each
providing energy to certain parts of the body, and empowering certain emotions and feelings.
This book will teach you about the 7 chakras, and will also explain the history of chakras.
Clearing the chakras is believed to have great effects on health and well-being, and can lead to
an empowered and positive existence. You will soon discover techniques for clearing and
improving each of the 7 chakras. Through following the steps in this book, you can ensure that
your chakras are clear and are working properly! Whether you're brand new and skeptic about
chakras, or a long-term advocate, this book will have something to offer you. Here Is What
You'll Learn About... History of Chakras Root Chakra Sacral Chakra Solar Plexus Chakra
Heart Chakra Throat Chakra Third Eye Chakra Crown Chakra Much, much more! Order your
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copy of this fantastic book today!
Everything You Need to Know About ChakrasThis book contains vital information that I believe
will benefit and transform your life in many ways! Learning about Chakra Healing, Balancing,
Energy, and Meditation has never been easier!You may not know now but as you read on you
will find out EXACTLY just how quickly you can learn about all things Chakra! * * *LIMITED
TIME OFFER! 50% OFF! (Regular $5.99) * * * Dear Reader, My name is Victoria Lane and I
have been practicing with Chakra balancing and healing for many years now. This book is a
follow up to my best seller "Chakras for Beginners" - This book will take you on a journey into
the world of Chakras and explore ways on how to use Chakras to better your life and those
around you! THE FACT IS: Each and every living being is infused with a universal energy that
nourishes and connects life. You will learn how to use that energy to improve your life and take
your consciousness to higher levelsThis energy field is made up of the aura (which manifests
itself in seven layers) and the chakra system (which comprises of the seven major chakras.)
Read on to figure out how to harness this power to completely transform your life. Chakra Center Your Life Force and Use Chakras for Healing, Balancing, Meditation, and
Clearing:Below is a preview of what you are going to learn- Why You Should Read This BookSo, What Are Chakras?- The Seven Chakras- Myths Related to Chakras- The Concept of Life
Force Energy- More on Chakras: Symbolic Representation- Chakras and MindfulnessBalancing Your Chakras- Chakra Mudras- Chakra ChantsYour Success Story is just a click
away..... Simply scroll up and click the BUY button to instantly download before the
Introductory Offer EndsChakra - Center Your Life Force and Use Chakras for Healing,
Balancing, Meditation, and ClearingTags: chakra, chakras for beginners, chakra healing,
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chakra meditation, chakra clearing, chakra energy, chakra balancing
Restart, rebalance and recharge your energy centres (chakras) from head to toe. This work
shows you how to power up these dynamos and see the difference this makes to your Cosmic
Ordering. It includes an audio-CD that energizes you and restarts the energy flow effortlessly
when you experience its power.
Chakra balancing is a simple, safe, effective, non-invasive, and super easy healing technique
that anyone can practice, anytime, anywhere. It is free to practice, all you need is an intention
to help or heal and your hand or arm. This book provides you with practical exercises on how
to work with and balance the Chakra's. There are photos and step by step instructions inside.
After reading this book you will be able to: - Balance your own Chakra's to increase general
health and well being. - Balance other peoples Chakra's - Explore Muscle testing for Chakra
dysfunction. - Identify and reduce habits that cause energetic dysfunction. - Know when to
balance the Chakra's to receive the most benefits. - Establish more awarness in your daily life
by working with the Chakra's. When you work with balancing the Chakras you can effectively Reduce pain - Improve Digestion - Calm the mind (and calm others down too) - Prepare the
body for quality sleep - Perform at you potential - Speak more clearly and with ease - Feel
more grounded and energised - and so much more... If you want to learn more about the
Chakra's and how to balance them in a very easy manner within an hour or two, then this is the
book for you!
TODAY ONLY! GET THIS BOOK AT THE DISCOUNTED PRICE! LIMITED TIME OFFER!
Hurry, before this promo period ends! Get this book at the discounted price now! PREVIEW OF
THE BOOK: Here's a quick look at some of the things that you'll get with this book: Learn What
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Chakra Is All About Discover Chakra Basics Discover The Basics of The Seven Chakras
Discover The Purpose of The Seven Chakras Discover The Basics of The Root Chakra a
Discover The Basics of The Sacral Chakra Discover The Basics of The Solar Plexus Chakra
Discover The Basics of The Third Eye Chakra Discover The Basics of The Throat Chakra
Discover The Basics of The Heart Chakra Discover The Basics of The Crown Chakra Learn
Where Each Chakra Is Located Learn About Chakra Obstructions Learn How Chakra
Obstructions Affect Your Health Learn To Fix Blocked Chakras Learn To Balance The 7
Chakras For Physical, Emotional And Mental Well Being And most importantly... Start Your
Journey To Chakra Balancing HURRY, this is a limited time offer and download "Chakras:
Chakras For Beginners - Your Guide To Chakra Balancing, Chakra Healing, And Chakras
Energy" before the price goes up again! Simply scroll up and click the BUY button to instantly
start correcting your chakras! -------------------------------- Tags: chakras, chakra healing, chakra
clearing, chakra balancing, chakra meditation, chakras and crystals, chakra energy, chakras
and yoga, chakras for beginners, chakras, yoga, Visualization, Meditation, Visualisation, The
Secret, Buddhism, sikhism, chakra, kundalani, chakra code, aura, energy, yoga chakras,
chakra meditation, chakra balancing yoga, chakra energy system,
???? Do You Occasionally Have this Weird Feeling? Like Things just Flows and You Feel
Damn Good About it? Continue Reading... ???? If you're feeling tired and unbalanced, you
probably need to realign your chakras. Those seven points of energy rule everything related to
our body, energy, and emotions. Knowing how to align your chakras will bring you a multitude
of immediate benefits. The secrets of aligning chakras through meditation will change your life
once you read the book "Guided Meditation for Chakra Alignment". Meditation is a pearl of
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ancient wisdom followed by millions around the world. In this book, Timothy Willink provides
meditation plus chakra alignment to help you reach inner peace, health, and happiness. A step
by step journey into the secrets of a balanced life. Did you know that each chakra has a
different purpose? Each one identified by a different color representing a specific organ of the
body or emotion. If you have a busy life, full of stress and anxiety, it's very likely that your
chakras need realignment. Think about them as ?? wheels of energy ??, if they don't circle in a
free manner, they become tangled and don't produce the energy they should. After reading the
book "Guided Meditation for Chakra Alignment", that won't be a problem for you anymore. ??
"The Thing About Meditation is: You Become More and More You" - David Lynch ?? Chakras
are the most natural way of healing. Learn the secrets to know how to re-align yours. While still
looking for answers about what's going wrong with your body and mind, you could be using
your energy in a more productive way. With this book, the ancient wisdom of the chakras and
meditation will enlighten you and heal body and soul so you can live the happy life you
deserve. Smile at life, the power of being happy is already inside of you, and this book will help
it come to the surface. Act Now by Clicking the 'Buy Now' or "Add to Cart" Button After
Scrolling to the Top of This Page. P.S. What's holding you back? In life, most people are
stopped either by their fear or their laziness. Remember, the best investment you can make is
in yourself. Invest the time and the price of less than a coffee to make a quantum leap in your
life ?, wealth, love and happiness. Act Now!
The chakras are a series of seven energy fields or centers of consciousness in the body which
harbor latent divine energy known as Kundalini energy. The balance or imbalance of these
vortices affects a person's health, as well as his or her emotional and spiritual well-being and
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evolution. The first section begins with a lesson on Kundalini energy and describes the chakras
through colors, sounds, foods, and the elements. The second section presents holistic
methods used for balancing: herbs, homeopathy, aromatherapy, astrology, polarity, bodywork,
color therapy, sound therapy, proper diet and nutrition, yoga, affirmations, flower essences,
and pranayama. The third section identifies symptoms of imbalance and techniques for selfhealing.
Chakra Healing for Beginners: A Guide to Chakra Balance and Chakra Clearing The user's
guide to balancing your chakras and healing your body, mind and spirit. Within all living beings
are 7 effective centers of energy called chakras. Every chakra holds the capacity for enormous
recovery and repair, and Chakra Healing can reveal to you how to harness that power with a
vast array of easy, beginner-friendly workouts that anybody can do. When these 7 centers of
energy are misaligned, we suffer; whether it be from pain or emotional distress, there is plenty
of anecdotal proof to show that we need to alleviate this stress. Imagine the relief and comfort
you'll feel when you exhale and let those distressing factors go! This book will put you on the
course to healing discomfort, allergic reactions, indigestion, headaches, tiredness, and even
psychological turbulence like loneliness. With useful direction and assistance, you'll discover
how to determine what's ailing you and which chakra is triggering it. Chakra Healing features:
A range of strategies: Connect with your chakras utilizing whatever from meditation to crystals,
vital oils, yoga, focused breathing, and even diet plan. Useful illustrations: Detailed pictures
and illustrations make the tools and workouts even easier to understand. Beginner-friendly
techniques: Find available, bite-size recommendations that needs no previous understanding.
Discover the power of balancing your chakras to assist you in recovery and feel your best!
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You may think that difficult situations and emotions you experience are caused by other people
or random events. This book will convince you that inner imbalance is not caused by situations
in the outer world—instead, your imbalances create the situations that interfere with your sense
of well-being and peace. Chakras for Beginners explains how to align your energy on many
levels to achieve balance and health from the inside out. In everyday terms, you will learn the
function of the seven body-spirit energy vortexes called chakras. Practical exercises,
meditations, and powerful techniques for working with your energy flow will help you overcome
imbalances that block your spiritual progress. Discover colors and crystals that activate each
chakra Explore the balanced and unbalanced expressions of each chakra's energies: survival,
sexuality, power, love, creativity, intuition, and spirituality Practice spiritual exercises,
visualizations, and meditations that bring your energies into balance
You've seen it on Dr. Oz & Dr. Phil! Join The Chakra Craze. Learn how to balance your
chakras and let your energy flow freely through out your body and put your SuCCesS in
Overdrive ! Did you know that blocked energy in your Seven Chakras can lead to various
illness, disease, and many other afflictions? It is very important that your keep your energy
flowing freely through your Seven Chakras. By getting in tune with your chakras you will feel
better, have peace of mind, feel centered, and be healthier. And do it without relying on drugs
or medication. This book is your starter guide to freeing your energy to create and healthier
you. In the Guide your will Learn in depth information on... The 7 Types of Chakras in Detail 1.
The Crown Chakra 2. The Third Eye Chakra 3. The Throat Chakra 4. The Heart Chakra 5. The
Solar Chakra 6. The Sacral Chakra 7. The Root Chakra - Balancing the 7 chakras - Balancing
Techniques - Understanding your Chakras - Origin of the Chakra - How To Energize Your
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Chakras - Enhancing The Chakras With The Right foods - Avoid These Foods - Chakra: How
To Get Started - Tips For Success - Opening The Chakras - Benefits of Chakra Yoga Enhancing The Chakras With Yoga - Finding The Right Yoga Instructor - What Is An Aura? Examine The Different Auras and much more! So start your journey to balance and peace of
mind. You are just one step away from a book that can change your life for the better! Click the
BUY BUTTON and get your copy now! Become a Chakra expert today. Tags: chakras for
beginners, chakra balancing, chakra for beginners, chakras, yoga, aura, energy, yoga chakras,
chakra healing, chakra meditation, chakra clearing
When you clear away negative energy residues from fear and worry, your natural spiritual
power awakens. This innate power allows you to know the future; freely communicate with God
and the angels; and heal yourself, others, and the planet. In Chakra Clearing, Doreen Virtue
guides you through meditations and visualizations to clear your chakras, which activates your
inborn healing and psychic abilities. Enclosed you’ll also find a download link for meditative
audio that complements the material in the book. The audio starts with a morning meditation
designed to begin your day with a bright, positive energy frequency and surround you with
healing light. The relaxing evening meditation that follows clears away energy that you may
have absorbed during the day, and invites angels to enter your dreams and give you divine
messages.
Get THE Beginners Guide To Chakras - Understanding Chakras, Chakra Balancing And
Chakra Healing, For Health And Wellness FREE BONUS CHAKRA TESTS INCLUDED The
ancient study of Chakras has made its way into the western world as of late. Frequently the
first exposure can come through the study of yoga, meditation or hindu practices. The body
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and every living being is filled with a universal energy that connects and surrounds us.This
energy can has been described as being made up of 7 layers (Auras) and the 7 chakras
(energy points or knots in the body) This book is designed to offer a practical, usable
introduction to the Chakras, how they can affect our health and well being and how to identify
imbalances and address these. The book is designed for those new to the concept but will also
be useful for those with some experience of Chakra and energy healing. In the next chapter we
take a more detailed look at what the Chakras are, and an overview of each one of the seven
main Chakras. The remaining part of the book looks at each individual Chakra and how to
examine the Chakra for imbalances. The final chapter provides a simple list-style section of
tools that traditional (and modern) Chakra experts believe are useful in achieving balance
within your Chakra energy system. When our Chakras are in balance they allow energy to
freely flow through our bodies and keep us revitalized, healthy and connected to the world
around us. However, imbalances within the Chakra system can cause the energy to become
blocked, leading to ill health both physical or emotional. The Chakras are like vortexes - a good
analogy is to think of the water draining from a bath or sink. When the plug is free from
blockages the water can drain away effectively; clogged with grime the water fails to drain,
becomes stagnant and polluted. This is very much the way in which a blocked Chakra affects
the energy flow within the body and why it is important to constantly maintain a healthy energy
system. Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn... History Of Chakras What Chakras Are Indepth Description Of Each Chakra Causes Of Chakra Imbalances Chakra Test How To
Balance Each Chakra Get this book for a limited time offer of $9.97! Tags: Chakras, Chakras
For Beginners, Chakra Balancing, Hindu, Ayurvedic, Beginners, Chakras, Aura, Energy, Yoga
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Chakras, Chakra healing, Chakra Meditation, Chakra Clearing, Sprituality, Essential Oils,
Crystals
Your Complete Beginners Guide to ChakrasWould you love to learn everything about Chakra
balancing, healing, and meditation?You may not know now but as you read on you will find out
EXACTLY just how quickly you can learn the art of all things Chakra! * * *LIMITED TIME
OFFER! 50% OFF! (Regular $5.99) * * *Dear Reader,Have you always wondered how to
balance your Chakras?Are you a beginner looking for answers about this whole "Chakra
craze"? THE FACT IS: Each and every living being is infused with a universal energy that
nourishes and connects life.This energy field is made up of the aura (which manifests itself in
seven layers) and the chakra system (which comprises of the seven major chakras.) Read on
to figure out how to harness this power to completely transform your life. Chakras for
Beginners - How to Balance Chakras, Strengthen Aura, and Radiate Energy: (A Preview)*
Understanding the 7 main Chakras - Here you will learn how Chakras are related to functions
your body performs and are influenced by specific circumstances in your life.* Balancing the 7
Chakras - Do you think it is possible to balance something that you cannot see? Will you be
able to open up these chakras without getting a feel of what they look like? More importantly,
do you even know if your chakras need healing or opening up? Are they blocked presently? *
What are Chakras - Chakras can be termed as the spinning wheels of electric energy in your
body. These wheels are made up of various colors and are responsible for a number of
functions that connect your body to your energy field and the broader cosmic energy field.*
Positive Affirmations - These are powerful mantras, chants or quotes that encourage you to
stimulate positive emotions. You can choose any powerful mantra that you like or even create
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your own.* Chakra mudras - Mudras are specific positions of your hand that instigate a positive
flow of energy and are used to balance your seven chakras.* Energy healing techniques
-These include Reiki and acupuncture. Energy healers can help you open up your chakras
once they sense any blockage. BONUS SECTIONS* Yoga for Chakras - Did you know that
one of the greatest and proven methods to boost your chakras is through yoga?* What is an
Aura? - Learn about Auras and maintaing positive vibrations! Your Success Story is just a click
away.....Simply scroll up and click the BUY button to instantly downloadChakras for Beginners
- How to Balance Chakras, Strengthen Aura, and Radiate Energy Tags: chakras for beginners,
chakra balancing, beginners, chakras, aura, energy, yoga chakras, chakra healing, chakra
meditation, chakra clearing
Chakra healing is important and it begins with a world-class chakra guide to help you through
the steps. Vanessa Boult provides insight on Chakra healing and how to maximize its potential
for your requirements. This is the ultimate chakra handbook and will highlight everything
required to get started for beginners.
If you're looking for comprehensive simple and practical solution with instant results to heal
your body, improve your physical, mental and emotional well-being, and increase your energy
levels as well, then keep reading... Chakras are the concentrated energy centers of the body,
that have the responsibility of taking in, incorporating and emanating energy to keep us
functioning at optimal levels. When a chakra is not functioning properly or if it is blocked,
illness, pain, listless, depression, and more other physical or mental issue are more prone to
occur. You are in pain or discomfort. You feel lost and can't remain concentrated. You are
feeling spent, depressed or exhausted. You are losing energy and interest. Sound familiar? If it
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does, then the information inside this book is your answer. Chakra healing is an ancient
practice that has been used in India, Japan, and China for over 500 years. It involves a wide
range of different techniques of awakening, opening, clearing and balancing of chakras, to
allow the energy run through them freely bringing back harmony between the physical body,
mind, and spirit. This book can help you to identify the affected chakra and find the self-healing
chakra methods that resonates best for your own unique needs. You will find a variety of
guided practices and effective techniques to choose from including Meditations & Affirmations,
Yoga, Self-Massages, Essential Oils, Crystals, Diet & Nutrition, and more. The practices in this
book will help you to bring balance, health, energy and harmony to your life. In this Chakra
Healing Beginner's Guide, you will discover: ? What the chakras are and how they work The 7
major chakras, their basic properties and locations Connection between chakras and parts of
the body How to identify when any of your chakras are out of balance How to remove energy
blockages Best yoga poses and practices for chakra healing Effective guided meditations for
chakra healing Other powerful chakra healing techniques Reiki healing Crystals & Essential
Oils And more... This simple and practical guide designed for those who are completely new to
chakras, yoga and meditation. It's easy to start, all practices and techniques in this book can
be used by beginners and experts alike, they're easy-to-follow so you gain the most benefit as
simply as possible. You don't need special equipment or place; you can stay comfortably in
your bedroom. Learn how to strengthen and enhance energetic flows of your chakra systems,
bring back balance and improve wellbeing on all levels. Scroll up and click the BUY NOW
button!
Discover All the Secrets About Chakras in Just 30 Minutes* * *LIMITED TIME OFFER! 50%
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OFF! (Regular Price $5.99)* * *Have You Always Wondered How To Adjust Your
Chakras?Chakras are an energy source in your body, located in seven different areas. These
chakras need to be maintained, keeping them in balance, open, and clear of negative energy
which can block them. When your chakras are clear and in balance you will also feel balanced
in your everyday life. Chakra is an old belief, and it is found in western culture today, as it has
traveled all around the world.Keep your physical, mental, and emotional state in balance with
clear and balanced chakras. Each connects with a different part of who you are, and becoming
better rounded has to deal with keeping everything that makes up you in balance. Balanced
and clear chakras will help you to take life in a little easier and let your emotions out a little
healthier. Clear and balanced chakras will lead to a happier and healthier life. 7 Reasons to
Buy This Book1. This book teaches you what chakras are and where you can find them on the
body. 2. This book shows you the benefits of keeping clean and balanced chakras on a daily
basis. 3. Inside this book you will learn the answers to some of the most commonly asked
questions about chakra balancing. 4. This book shows you some tips and techniques on
keeping your chakra clear and balanced. 5. In this book you will learn how to use balanced
chakras to channel your emotions in a positive manner. 6. This book makes balancing and
clearing your chakras easy by guiding you through what each chakra is connected to. 7. Inside
this book you will learn a little bit about the history of chakra and chakra balancing. What You'll
Know from “Chakras For Beginners”• Essential Information about Chakras for Beginners • 12
Quick Hit Facts about Chakras for Beginners• The 10 Important Things You Need to Know
About Chakras • The 7 Most Crucial Benefits of Chakra • Frequently Asked Questions about
Chakra for Beginners• A Brief History about Chakras• Final Thoughts on Using Chakra for
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BeginnersWant to Know More?Hurry! For a limited time you can download “Chakras For
Beginners - Teach Me Everything I Need To Know About Chakras For Beginners In 30
Minutes" for a special discounted price of only $2.99 Download Your Copy Right Now!Just
Scroll to the top of the page and select the Buy Button. —————TAGS: chakras for beginners,
chakras, hinduism, chakra balancing, yoga chakras, chakra healing, chakra meditation
The Ultimate Guide to Chakras and Energy Systems As powerful centers of subtle energy, the
chakras have fascinated humanity for thousands of years. Llewellyn's Complete Book of
Chakras is a unique and empowering resource that provides comprehensive insights into these
foundational sources of vitality and strength. Discover what chakras and chakra systems are,
how to work with them for personal growth and healing, and the ways our understanding of
chakras has transformed throughout time and across cultures. Lively and accessible, this
definitive reference explores the science, history, practices, and structures of our subtle
energy. With an abundance of illustrations and a wealth of practical exercises, Cyndi Dale
shows you how to use chakras for improving wellness, attracting what you need, obtaining
guidance, and expanding your consciousness. Praise: "In one thoroughly researched and
beautifully written book you can learn...what it took ancient seekers a lifetime to
uncover."—Steven A. Ross, PhD, CEO of the World Research Foundation and author of And
Nothing Happened...But You Can Make It Happen "A shining constellation of timeless wisdom
and brilliant insights on chakras. This groundbreaking book is an essential conduit to wholeself healing."—Dr. Deanna Minich, founder of Food & Spirit "Expertly researched, well written,
and easy to understand. The go-to guide for understanding subtle energy systems."—Madisyn
Taylor, bestselling author and editor-in-chief of DailyOM "Cyndi's exploration of cross-cultural
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systems is stunningly complete...Very impressive."—Margaret Ann Lembo, author of Chakra
Awakening
Harness the power of crystals to open the higher chakras and facilitate kundalini awakening.
This book will teach you the meaning and functioning of the main 7 chakras. You will
understand where they are located in the body, the colors that are related to each chakra, what
they mean and how they relate to your physical and spiritual wellbeing. You will also
understand how this life current energy represented by the chakras spirals through our bodies
grounding us to the Earth plane. These energy points that run vertically all the way from the top
of your head down to your spine draw in energy and also radiate an energy of vibration, as
they connect to major organs or glands which are also connected to other body parts that
resonate with the same frequency. When one chakra center is out of sync, it may eventually
affect the organs and glands that it is connected to and cause the neighboring chakras
connected to it to also go out of sync. Therefore, to understand and to have balanced chakras
will make you happier, healthier, and more in tune with yourself. It will bring harmony to your
body and spirit while providing you with a healthier state of consciousness.
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